CCHY Learning for Life Programme 2016
Cultivating **values** through **Aesthetics**

-CCHY’s LLP objective

The Learning for Life programme will provide students with **real-life experiential learning** to develop their character and values, cultivate positive attitudes, self expression and strengthen their people skills

- Press Releases by MOE
CCHY LLP’s Rationale

• Mastery
• Lifelong Learning
• Learning for life
CCHY LLP’s Focus

• Every one has the opportunity to experience the value of Aesthetics
• Multiple pathways to attain students’ aesthetics aspiration
Exposure (16 hours) Tier 1
- Sec 1: Music (4hr)
- Sec 2: Visual Art/Design (4hr)
- Sec 3: Musical/Theatre (4hr)
- Sec 4: Dance (4hr)

Engagement (8 hours) Tier 2
- Sec 1 and 2 Music/Art/D&T Prog (2 years)
- Overseas Aesthetics Trip (>8 hr)
- Tier 2
- One of 7 Engagement Progs (EGP) (8-16hours)

Excellence (>4 hours) Tier 2+
- Sec 3 and 4 Music/Art/D&T Prog (2 years)
- Tier 2+
- Excellence Development Prog (EDP)

Performing Arts CCA

Assembly Prog (1hr x 3)

DZG2/PW2

VIA, Competition, Showcase, Partnership, Attachment
MORE OPPORTUNITIES FOR SECONDARY SCHOOL STUDENTS TO DEVELOP TALENT IN ART AND MUSIC

• The AEP and MEP are four-year programmes offered to students enrolled in AEP/MEP Schools.
• The programmes aim to develop well-rounded leaders who are supportive of the Arts, and focus on in-depth and critical learning to deepen students’ conceptual understanding of Art/Music, leading to Higher Art/Music at GCE O-Level.
• Secondary 1 students in the Express course, who are not enrolled in schools that offer the AEP/MEP can apply to AEP/MEP centres by submitting your application through CCHY from 4 January 2016 onwards.
• Shortlisted students will be required to attend a selection exercise. Successful students will then commence their AEP/MEP lessons at the respective centres beginning Term 2 of 2016.
• Further details on the application procedure can be found in the notification GS/10/15<https://icollaborate.moe.gov.sg/nai/Lists/Document/AllItems.aspx>.